
 
Inspection Report cum Scrutiny comments on the Modified Mining Plan for Sahgaon 
Limestone Mine over an extent of 4.82 Hectors in Sahgaon Village, Dham,Tehsil,Durg 
District of Smt.Lalmati Singh. Mine was inspected by Shri R.K.Das on 28/2/2017  

1 Lease is executed on 29/5/2012 and validity of earlier approved plan is upto 2016-17 only. 
Therefore proposal in document  may be given  for the year 2017-18 to 2021-22 and  
document  may be submitted as Review of Mining plan under rule 17(2) for balance  five 
years period.  

2  If   letter  for extension of lease period from state government  as per present provisions of 
the MMDR (Amendment) Act 2015,  has been received than document needs to  submitted as 
Modification of mining plan under rule 17(3) of Minerals (other than atomic and hydrocarbon 
energy minerals) Concession Rules 2016.  

3 In Para 3.2 Mine code is not mentioned and in para 4.1  proposal period needs to be 
corrected.. 

4 In the review Para the proposal and achievement to be furnished yearwise as mentioned in 
earlier approved document. The exploration proposal and achievement year to be specifically 
mentioned and same for topsoil and allied activities  

5 Para 3.11- Co-ordinate of all boundary pillars of lease area may be given.  Same may also be 
authenticated by state government  authorities for its correctness as per granted lease area 
map.  

6 In Para 5.22 the status of violations pointed out by IBM to be furnished. 
7 Geology & Reserves: The geological reserves calculated based on the exploration carried out 

in lease area but the supporting document(Form-k) is not enclosed. The same to be enclosed. 
8 Mining In the given Para it is said that method of mining will be opencast using jack hammer 

along with compressor for drilling and subsequent blasting and JCB-dumper combination for 
extraction, loading & transportation, sizing by crushing but still in the cover page document 
is submitted in Category-B. The correction to be done and accordingly the Bank guarantee 
should be calculate and furnished. 

9 Blasting: In the given Para it is said that blasting Parameters is proposing 1.5 meter depth 
whereas in mining method bench height is proposed 3- 4 meters and during mine visit it was 
observed bench height is more than 5 meters in some place. The proposal of jackhammer drill 
with depth of 1.5 meter for proposed bench height to be describe with justification. 

10 Nothing has been mentioned for explosive requirement for over burden removal. The 
information to be furnished. 

11 Use of Mineral: In the given Para it is mentioned that limestone produce in this mine is 
supplied to different cement industries. The name of  nearby cement industry where it will be 
used may be furnished. 

12 In Para 10.4 It is mentioned  that there is no precise physical and chemical specification 
stipulated by the buyers. The Para should be reviewed  giving buyer requirement of quality 
and available quality in mines may be given. 

13 Employment Potential: The manpower requirement suiting to excavation planning by giving 
the calculation against the proposed excavation. The O.M.S. should be mentioned for the 
excavation proposal for the given period. The manpower requirement should be mention as 
skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled. As per Rule 42 of MCDR,1988 Mining Engineer & 
Geologist to be proposed. 

14 Disaster Management plan:  name and details of contact person in case of emergency needs to 
be mentioned along with phone fax  with other details of  hospital, fire station, police station, 
etc. 

15 Financial Assurance: The calculation for financial assurance should be as per Rule 27 of 
MCDR, 2017 and accordingly the correction to be done. 
Plates: 

16 Plate no.1 (key plan): The details of the deficiencies found on the plate are as follows 



a) The road to be marked with different colour line differentiating whether it is village, 
public road, highway, etc and also it should marked properly in index. 

b) Contours should be clearly visible at not more than 20 meter intervals and should be 
index. 

c) Co-ordinates of extremities of lease area are not shown in the plan. 
d) The forest area, govt. land, agriculture land, etc should be marked in the plate and also in 

index. 
e) The plate to be indexed properly, different colour code should used for showing different 

features. 
f) Approach road for ML area is not shown. 
g) Population of the villages falling within 5 km radius to be furnished in tabular form. 

17. Development Plan & Section: a)As in mining Para the method of mining is proposed with 
machineries therefore it comes under Category Á’ and for category Á’ separate yearwise 
production and development plan to submitted. The working plan should be proposed with 
proper advancement and top and bottom RL. The proposal for top soil dump near BP-16 for 
2018-19 is given in mineralised area, it should be properly discussed that it is temporary 
dump and how it will be disposed off and also dump top and bottom RL should be shown. 
The haul road from mining face to dump also to be mentioned and marked in the plan. 
b) The yearwise proposal for five years as per above comments  needs to be given. 
 

18. Geological Plan: In the given plate the surface exposure of limestone to be shown as per 
actual ground condition. The dip strike direction to shown in the plate. 

19.  In geological plan the lithology should be shown and same should be indexed properly. In 
geological plan G1, G2, G3 and G4 scale exploration area should be marked properly as per 
UNFC and Minerals (Evidence and Mineral contents) Rules, 2015.  

20. All the plates should be index properly as the features shown in the plan with the same colour 
code for clarity and signed with date.  

21. All the plans and sections enclosed with the modified mining plan should be certified by 
Qualified person that the plans and sections are prepared based on the lease map 
authenticated by the state Government. 

22. Reclamation Plan:  The PMCP  proposal to be carried out in  next five year plan period needs 
to be shown  and not ultimate  pit profile. 

23. Environment plan- Scale of plate needs to be corrected  
24. Conceptual plan-  The ultimate pit profile at end of lease period needs to be depicted on 

conceptual plan and sections. 
25.  Financial assurance plan- only area proposed to be put to use  for next five year period needs 

to be depicted removing all other features.  
26. Crushing /Screening: The flow sheet or schematic diagram of the crushing /screening unit 

with capacity should be enclosed. 
27. Copy of photo ID and address proof of mining lease holder enclosed is not visible. Therefore 

fresh copy to be enclosed. 
28. As per Rule 15 of MCR, 2016 qualified person should have a professional experience of five 

year in supervisory capacity. The document in support of above mentioned enclosed not 
shows the required experience. 

29. Financial assurance may be calculated as per new MCDR 2017. 

 
 


